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THE BASICS

Cleaning is all about ACTION. It is the combined effort of:
Chemical ACTION
In cleaning, it is generally all about the water, the universal vehicle that moves
Mechanical ACTION, and
the soil and bio-burden from where you DON’T want it -the surfaces around
Full ExtrACTION
which we live- to the location where you DO want it -the waste stream-.

THE BASICS IN PRACTICE

Each ACTION is absolutely necessary:
Chemical ACTION makes dirt soluble. It allows water to become as attractive to the soil as the surfaces to which it is currently attached. Think of when you go through
a mechanical car wash. The very first step is the lathering of your vehicle with sudsy detergent.
Mechanical ACTION encourages the breaking of the original soil bond so that the soil can “climb into the vehicle”. In the car wash analogy, this is the soft cloths that
seemingly touch every inch of surface quickly and effectively to move the soil into the suds.
Full ExtrACTION is the total elimination of the detergent from the surface being cleaned, hard or soft. If the detergent is not totally removed, the surface will re-soil quickly
because the detergent residue is like a magnet to soil. Imagine coming out of the car wash without the final, powerful rinse and you’ll get the picture right away.

THE REAL WORLD APPLICATIONS

With Synergy Tools and Solutions for Cleaning, we follow the same 3-Phase approach, but with a twist. You see, when the tools are really well developed and provide
superior Mechanical ACTION, then we can focus our chemistry on solving other concerns, such as battling biofilm, eliminating residual detergency through
gas-generation, and sometimes just ditching the detergent component altogether.

THE TOOLS COMBINED WITH THE CHEMISTRY
HARD (PROFILED) FLOOR CLEANING
BIOCLEAN & SPRAY BR-OP
Our SynergyTM SB BioClean & Spray Br-op Combination Tool offers such superior Mechanical ACTION that it profoundly works not only on
the surface, but also on the sub-surface soils.
The Spray Br-op is a tool that combines a Spraying system with a Brush and a Mop. Thought out with user safety as a priority, The Spray
Br-op features:
A wide-mouthed, removable, 20 oz refillable cartridge for easy filling and efficiency.
An Easy-grip trigger for dispensing cleaning solutions on demand and reducing hand stress and fatigue.
The Power Grip ergonomic, comfortable handle for less wrist strain.
A ring bumper for securely and stresslessly pushing or carrying from place to place.
A heavy-duty, angled brush for scrubbing and cleaning uneven surfaces, hard to reach areas, grout lines, edges,
corners and stuck-on messes.
A 13” highly absorbent, launderable, double sided microfiber pad that works as a mop for picking up soils more
effectively.
Color-coded bottles for different solutions.
The 5 strains of enzymes in SynergyTM SB BioClean attack urine and other organic soils that may have taken up
residency in the grout lines or open pores of tile, concrete or rubber floors. The stiff nylon bristles in the brush break the
surface soil free. The plush foam pad in the mop picks up the soiled water.

CLEAN
S
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CLEANING
NON-DETERGENT TREATMENT FOR STAINS AND ODORS
GROOM & CONSUME
SynergyTM SB Consume is a powerful blend of beneficial, enzyme-producing bacteria which creates a
non-detergent treatment for spots, stains, spills and odors with unrivaled capacity to enhance cleaning, break
down organic soils and eliminate odors from carpets, upholstery, grouted tiles and other porous materials.
Teaming Consume up with Synergy’sTM Bonnet Scrubber makes the perfect combination for spot cleaning or
pre-spotting carpet spills and stains. The Bonnet Scrubber reaches deep, uses low moisture, is easy to use
and provides an alternative to cleaning on hands and knees.
The Bonnet Scrubber combines a pressurized sprayer applicator of spotting solution and a carpet
spotting tool. Spray the area to be cleaned and let dwell for a while. Use a back and forth motion to work
the solution into the carpet fibers with the brush. The bonnet captures the soil in the same motion.
Useful for pre-treating traffic lanes, cleaning up carpet stains and spills, and deep
treatment of odor-causing accidents involving pets.

SOILED TRAFFIC LANE PRE-TREATMENT

(ONE OF MANY USES OF OUR PRESSURE FOAM SPRAYER)
SPRAY & SOIL BREAK
SynergyTM SB Soil Break is perfect for pre-treating heavily soiled traffic lanes in carpets with our
sturdy Pressure Foam Sprayer. The 1.5 Liter canister carries a good amount of diluted,
ready-to-use Soil Break. Once mixed, the rod is pushed up and down to pressurize the sprayer
until the pressure starts escaping through the release valve, making it ready to use. The soft push
of a lockable button sprays the Soil Break in an adjustable horizontal or vertical fine spray to
avoid excessive wetting. Once Soil Break has had a moment to act, it is just a matter of
mechanical ACTION and full extrACTION with any of our mopping tools.

SOFT FLOOR CARE THAT IS FASTER, MORE EFFECTIVE,
LOW-MOISTURE AND RESIDUE-FREE
CAPTURE AND GROOM DRIVER
SynergyTM SB Capture is a mildly acidic, yet powerful blend of soil-penetrating surfactants and natural
deep-cleaning agents that work in harmony to quickly and easily remove soil from soft surfaces like
automotive carpet and upholstery, without damaging the fabric or fibers and with virtually no residue!
SynergyTM SB Capture can also be used to extract dirt from car seats and carpets, or even as a
microfiber cleaner & deodorizer for hard surfaces.
Using Capture in conjunction with our soft floor care tool, which includes a set of four nylon
brushes embedded inside a highly absorbent, looped bonnet, mounted in a driver, creates the
fastest and most efficient device for low-moisture carpet maintenance and cleaning of food spills
and stains. Just soak and rinse the bonnet to capture the soil as it rotates, using less water and little
chemistry. Flip the bonnet to continue with the clean side. When both sides have been used, soak
and wring as needed to continue cleaning. You will notice that all the soil in the carpet will be
transfered to the water.
THE MAGIC AT WORK
When cleaning carpets, it is absolutely essential that no detergent residue is left behind. We
accomplish this with rather simple science: pre-treat carpets with Soil Break, clean with
Capture. The active ingredients in the two products combine to create a benign gas that
dissipates into the air and eliminates the potential for soil retention or re-soiling.
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